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About This Content

This is an official soundtrack for My Time at Portia.

Tracks

01. My Time at Portia
02. A sign of Spring

03. Green Fields
04. Day of the Bright Sun

05. Under the Hot Sun
06. Lazy Days

07. Day of Memories
08. The Season of Harvest

09. Falling leaves
10. The Autumn Festival
11. Serenity of Winter

12. White out
13. Winter Solstice

14. The Competitive Spirit
15. Living Room

16. Home Sweet Home
17. New Arrival
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18. The Commerce Guild
19. Cold and Dark

20. The Sewage Plant
21. The Mayor

22. Battle for Survival
23. Starlight Island

24. Sparring with Neighbors
25. Music Box

26. Music Box 2
27. Penny's Song

28. 流浪者之歌
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my time at portia - original soundtrack

The Best Shooting Chaos Game in 2D. screen gameplay on top, you better try this. If you can survive up to 20 Days. You are the
awesome with the Gun's bullet down in the Blood of Chaos Zombies. Even Co-op, Build a turret and and more barrier to
Defend Ourselves~. Do not I repet DO not buy this♥♥♥♥♥♥!!!!!!
That lags crashing the game all time:((. I glad I'm one of the first to review this because this game is amazing. Cosmic Leap is in
incredibly fun game is which you jump from planet to planet trying to reach your rocket-ship. The game (haven't beaten it yet) I
imagine will get a bit harder as the ways to jump from planet to planet should continue to get more complex. The puzzles of
jumping to planet to planet are challenging but not to the point of being unfair, and the soundtrack is incredible. The game also
gives you a wide variety of characters (40 of them) to unlock as well as 9 different rocket ships. It works great with a controller
and has a very fun retro feel and style to it. If you're looking for a fun, colorful, slightly challenging game to play than this one is
for you! Plus, how can beat a price of $2? 10\/10 looking forward to playing much more!

For those looking for gameplay before buying it, you can find my playthrough (1080p, 60 FPS) of the first couple levels here.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=BeGEkw00YN0

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=7k1Xrrnp24U

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=tWWZlNCz-rk

EDIT: It's to bad the majority of you don't find my view helpful but I really do think this is a game worth playing. And no, I'm
not a dev for this game in case you think my review is a bit over exaggerated. However when I see a game I think deserves
attention I try to sell it as hard as I can. If you thought I oversold then I apologize but I call how I see it, and I see a great game
here.. level design
+ graphics
+ music

- loading screen
- easy
- story
- end
- short. The game is halfway decent, not 10 bucks decent, maybe $2.99 - $4.00 at the most decent.. Now i know how to Dev a
game xD
It's a great game..
Only take an hour to finish this game
Thanks Dev for making this game :D
*Thumbs up*
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I purchased the Dollar Dojo bundle on Fanatical and wondered how they can sell all these games for $1.00.
I wonder no more.. Asymmetrical movements in a fast-paced level bring good feelings, when you finish the level with 3 stars. It
is worth.. I enjoy this game a lot actually. Have yet to beat the game but it offers a challange with having to figure out the
controls yourself which is easy for any true PC gamer. The atmosphere of the game is very unnerving and unsettling. If you do
not like older games I would not recommend it to you since it is much like an old style game with new graphics. I love the
puzzles and how far the saves are spread apart. When you hit a save point you feel like you achieved something.. I did not use
this game to farm trading cards.. This is very good software.

My only complaint is the intermittent capcha questions coming up on export, that's really annoying when when processing loads
of scans and doing multiple exports of the same thing.. After trying out EU4 for a free weekend on steam and my being unable
to purchase a 40 dollar game, i was starving for some Europa Universalis action... And then i found this for only 2 dollars...

And while i made this purchase on somwhat of a whim i do not regret it (not just because of the price i got it at, which is
practically nothing). For the Glory is a pretty good spin-off game and it has a few mods built in which you can enable or disable.
It's a bit slow on new systems. It also tends to crash every so often SO SAVE EVERY CHANCE YOU GET, MULTIPLE
SAVE FILES ARE YOUR FRIENDS!

I think the reason it tends to crash for me is because i'm playing on Windows 7. I'm told this game works best on a machine with
Windows XP, but the game still manages to run fine despite the occasional crash. When it does get crash-happy though
(something i've only encountered once as of this original posting of this review), that's probably a sign from the universe telling
you to stop playing and go back to sleep, though on average, the same only crashes once or twice and my game-session is usually
smooth the rest of the way (and i play my games without mods). According to the small community for this game, it's almost
impossible to run on Windows 8 which is a real shame. I'm also unsure of what'll happen to you Windows 10 users who buy this
game and may not be able to run it. Then again, modding is a thing so you may be able to run it with some help from the
community, so if you have a newer operating system don't be afraid to ask around on the forums first.

Compared to the new EU4 i find For The Glory a lot easier in comparison. It doesn't have as many menus as EU4 and it's pretty
simple, especially if you're new to Europa Universalis. It's the same level of addicting (you'll spend hours and lose sleep over
your nation expanding and surviving the test of time), the graphics are a little dummied down compared to the newer games
because this was a game made for XP afterall, but it's nothing too bad to look at. The game also has a number of cheats and
mods that can be used in the game if you feel like giving yourself an advantage.

The only flaws i really have to complain about with the game is the crashing and that it doesn't have any steam interface built in
(so if you want to talk to your friends while you play, that's out of the question because you don't get any pings to indicate that
your friends are trying to talk to you). The crashing probably comes from the fact it was made for Windows XP and i'm lucky i
can run it on Windows 7. Another complaint i have is the fact that i can never seem to get Windowed mode to work and the
game will refuse to run unless i play full screen mode. If i try to set it up to play it windowed, the game just refused to launch
period. But it's not a big deal for me. I can however imagine that scenerio sucking for someone with a lot of chatty Steam
friends though and because this game doesn't have Steam interface and because of my experience with Windowed mode not
working, you may just wanna ping your Steam friends and tell them that you're going to play a game that won't allow you to talk
to them for a while...

Still, if you want some EU and don't wanna shell out any big bucks (especially if you're just starting to get into EU as a series),
For the Glory is a good start and a good alternative. It's also the cheapest. I only got it at 2 dollars because it was on sale (which
is extremely lucky) but the normal price is around 10 dollars. Still, if you like the EU series or grand strategy games, i can totally
recommend this one.

I give For the Glory 4.75 shields out of 5

And if you do want cheats, i also have this guide:

http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=413111842. Sound error CTDs every second minute sometimes,
sometimes not at all. I weep for my favorite childhood game.. Pretty good for the price. While TIE Fighter may be a visually
superior game (the generic HUD elements in this one are lazy) The story of a family run shipping company being swept up in
galactic civil war makes this one of the best Star Wars games ever!. i payed for this
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